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The United States in Africa
Previously published as: Historical dictionary of the Democratic Republic of the Congo / by Emizet Franocois Kisangani and
F. Scott Bobb. 2010.

Historical Dictionary of the Gambia
This third edition of Historical Dictionary of Morocco contains a chronology, an introduction, a glossary, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy,
foreign relations, religion, and culture.

Historical Dictionary of Somalia
The Historical Dictionary of the Central African Republic contains a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, and an
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extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 1200 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics,
economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture.

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau
Historical Dictionary of the International Monetary Fund
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of African American Cinema covers its history through a chronology, an
introductory essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. This book is an excellent access point for students,
researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about African American cinema.

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Cameroon
The Historical Dictionary of African American Cinema includes hundreds of films, everything from The Birth of a Nation to
Crash. In addition to the films, brief biographies of African American actors and actresses such as Sidney Poitier, James Earl
Jones, Halle Berry, Eddie Murphy, Whoopi Goldberg, Denzel Washington, and Jamie Foxx are also detailed. This book
provides a better understanding of the role African Americans played in film history through a chronology, a list of
acronyms and abbreviations, an introductory essay, a bibliography, appendixes, photos, and hundreds of cross-referenced
dictionary entries on actors, actresses, movies, producers, organizations, awards, film credits, and terminology.

Historical Dictionary of American Education
Since independence in 1960, Nigeria has undergone tremendous change shaped by political instability, rapid population
growth, and economic turbulence. The Historical Dictionary of Nigeria introduces Nigeria's rich and complex history.
Readers will find a wealth of information on important contemporary issues like AIDS, human rights, petroleum, and faithbased conflict.

Historical Dictionary of Ethiopia
The fourth edition of the Historical Dictionary of Mali, through its chronology, bibliography, introductory essay, and over 500
cross-referenced dictionary entries on important persons, places, events, and institutions and significant political, economic,
social, and cultural aspects, provides an important reference on this African country.
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Historical Dictionary of African American Cinema
Historical Dictionary of African American Cinema includes everything from The Birth of a Nation to Crash. In addition to the
films, brief biographies of African American actors and actresses such as Sidney Poitier, James Earl Jones, Halle Berry, Eddie
Murphy, Whoopi Goldberg, Denzel Washington, and Jamie Foxx can be found in this reference. Through a chronology, a list
of acronyms and abbreviations, an introductory essay, a bibliography, appendixes, black-&-white photos, and hundreds of
cross-referenced dictionary entries on actors, actresses, movies, producers, organizations, awards, film credits, and
terminology, this book provides a better understanding of the role African Americans played in film history.

A Dictionary and Catalog of African American Folklife of the South
In its more than 65 years of existence, the International Monetary Fund has evolved from a small, obscure international
agency, with new and uncertain responsibilities, into a powerful institution that today has assumed center stage in the
international monetary system. It is a remarkable story of how an institution has developed and adapted itself to an
evolving world and a changing membership in ways that perhaps no other international agency has been forced or able to
do. The third edition of the Historical Dictionary of the International Monetary Fund provides a comprehensive overview of
the fund, including a chronology, an introductory essay, appendixes, a bibliography, and over 300 cross-referenced
dictionary entries on the organizations, significant leaders, founders, and members. This book is an excellent access point
for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the International Monetary Fund.

Historical Dictionary of Librarianship
Historical Dictionary of Mozambique, New Edition contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography.
The dictionary section has several hundred cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign
relations, religion, and culture.

Historical Dictionary of African American Television
Mauritania is bordered by Senegal in the south, Mali in the east, Algeria in the far northeast, and the disputed territory of
Western Sahara to the north. Comprised mostly of vast stretches of desert, this young country has escaped the ravages of
the violent interstate and civil conflicts that have so bedeviled Africa. Mauritanian society possesses ancient antecedents
and a universal religious faith that has been practiced over several centuries. These characteristics have given the country
a sometimes fragile but relatively resilient sense of national identity, which has survived into the 21st century in the face of
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powerful political, regional, ethnic/racial, and tribal rivalries since its independence in 1960. An economy largely centered
on the export of raw materials, a weak agricultural sector, and a harsh climate in most areas further add to the challenges
confronting all Mauritanians. The third edition of the Historical Dictionary of Mauritania_through its chronology, introductory
essay, maps, bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on important persons, places, events,
institutions, and significant political, economic, social, and cultural aspects_provides an important reference on Mauritania.

Historical Dictionary of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Cameroon is a country endowed with a variety of climates and agricultural environments, numerous minerals, substantial
forests, and a dynamic population. It is a country that should be a leader of Africa. Instead, we find a country almost
paralyzed by corruption and poor management, a country with a low life expectancy and serious health problems, and a
country from which the most talented and highly educated members of the population are emigrating in large numbers.
Although Cameroon has made economic progress since independence, it has not been able to change the dependent
nature of its economy. The economic situation combined with the dismal record of its political history, indicate that
prospects for political stability, justice, and prosperity are dimmer than they have been for most of the country's
independent existence. The fourth edition of the Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Cameroon has been updated to
reflect advances in the study of Cameroon's history as well as to provide coverage of the years since the last edition. It
relates the turbulent history of Cameroon through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 600 crossreferenced dictionary entries on significant persons, events, places, organizations, and other aspects of Cameroon history
from the earliest times to the present.

Historical Dictionary of Slavery and Abolition
The history of Eritrea is told in this reference through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 500
cross-referenced dictionary entries on significant persons, events, places, organizations, and other aspects of Eritrea's
history from the earliest times to the present. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone
wanting to know more about Eritrea.

Historical Dictionary of the Sudan
In this compelling continuation of the Jefferson family story, thirteen-year-old Emily Rose visits her extended family in Texas
for the first time ever. Emily Rose, who grew up in a biracial family in the northeast, is surprised that racial attitudes are so
different in the South. But as she grows closer to her great-grandmother, Rose Lee,and learns more about her African
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American heritage, Emily Rose discovers a new dimension of herself. Includes a reader's guide.

Historical Dictionary of Medieval Christian Nubia
The Historical Dictionary of Ethiopia, Second Edition covers the history of Ethiopia through a chronology, an introductory
essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has several hundred cross-referenced entries on
important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture. This book is an excellent access point for
students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Ethiopia.

Historical Dictionary of Botswana
Contains a comprehensive collection of African-American slang throughout history, including date of arrival into the
language, definitions, and cross references

Dictionary of African Biography
This second edition relates the long and brutal history of slavery and the struggle for abolition using several key features:
Chronology Introductory essay Appendixes Bibliography Over 500 cross-referenced entries on forms of slavery, famous
slaves and abolitionists, origins of slaves, and current conditions of modern slavery

100 Greatest African Americans
Originally formed to harbor freed slaves and Americans returning to Africa, Liberia once was a land of hope. That was
shattered by a long Civil War that shook its very foundation. Today's Liberia is glimpsed in this second edition. Building on
the first edition, this updated volume focuses on the personalities, from the founders of Liberia, to the soldiers who are
responsible simultaneously for destruction and the hope of stability. Along with these people, various social and ethnic
groups, political parties and labor movements, economic entities and natural resources are profiled in this updated work. A
new chronology of Liberia is included, and a selected bibliography suggests further readings for the scholar.

Historical Dictionary of African American Cinema
The Historical Dictionary of African American Theater celebrates nearly 200 years of black theater in the United States,
identifying representative African American theater-producing organizations and chronicling their contributions to the field
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from its birth in 1816 to the present. This is done through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 500
cross-referenced dictionary entries on actors, directors, playwrights, plays, theater producing organizations, themes,
locations, and theater movements and awards.

Historical Dictionary of The Gambia
Medieval Christian Nubia is often a neglected period of medieval African history. Because meaning is determined largely by
context this work traces the Greco-Roman, Meroitic and Jewish precursors. The regional, historical and theological schisms
within Christianity are also a highlight. The dynamics of the three Nubian kingdoms of Nobatia, Mukurra, and Alwa are the
centerpiece of this book that covers mural arts, architecture, and the names of the leading kings and bishops. Another
strength of the book is the analysis of the 700-year baqt peace treaty between Christian Nubia and Islamic Egypt; this is
considered to be the longest lasting treaty in diplomatic history. The complex transition from Christianity to Islam in the
14th century is analyzed in great personal, political, and military detail. Historical Dictionary of Medieval Christian Nubia
contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 200 cross-referenced
entries on politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture of the medieval Nubians. This book is an excellent
resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Medieval Christian Nubia.

Juba to Jive
Guinea-bissau, formerly Portuguese Gunea, is one of West Africa's smallest nations, but its history is unusually rich. The
three major ethnic groups of West Africa -- Fula, Mande, and Senegambians -- are all represented there. The major regional
kingdom of Kaabu was centered on the upper Guinea coast and was the site of the first meeting between Europeans and
sub-Saharan Africans in the great age of Portuguese maritime discovery and expansion. In the twentieth century, the
protracted war of national liberation, led by the famous Amilcar Cabral and fought on Guinean soil, contributed to the
collapse of Portuguese colonial facism in Lisbon. The first edition of this historical dictionary (1979) covered the two nations,
Guinea and Cape Verde, then joined politically after a decade of armed struggle. When a military coup separated these
nations after 1980, the second edition (1988) responded with an individual volume for each nation. Richard Lobban has
been joined in this third edition by Peter Karibe Mendy, Guinea's leading researcher. The two combine expertise in the fields
of history and anthropology and have greatly expanded coverage of precolonial and resistance history, women and health,
ethnomusicology, and economic development as well as adding events and individuals from contemporary multi-party
campaigns and democratic elections. Superb maps illustrate changes in Guinean curltues and history. This is the primary
resource for this important area, and includes a carefully selected bibliography that will provide guidance for further study.
Reviews of the previous edition:
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Historical Dictionary of African American Cinema
The third edition focuses on the period following the rise of Islam in the Sudan in the 14th century (the earlier period will
appear in a forthcoming volume on Ancient Nubia), with extensive coverage of political events since the civil war and
establishment of Islamic Shari'a law in 1983 and the radical Islamic movements of the 1990s. In addition to the dictionary
itself, a chronology, maps, and lengthy (44-page) introduction to the history of the Sudan are provided. Two of the authors
teach anthropology at Rhode Island College, the third teaches African and Middle Eastern History at St. Norbert College.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.

Historical Dictionary of African American Theater
The third edition of the Historical Dictionary of the Democratic Republic of the Congo looks back at the nearly 48 years of
independence, over a century of colonial rule, and even earlier kingdoms and groups that shared the territory. This is done
through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 800 cross-referenced dictionary entries on civil wars,
mutinies, notable people, places, events, and cultural practices.

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau
This fourth edition of the Historical Dictionary of the Sudan covers the history of Sudan through a chronology, an
introductory essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 hundred crossreferenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture. This book is an
excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about the Sudan.

Historical Dictionary of Eritrea
Historical, statistical, biographical and bibliographical information about The Gambia, Africa and its leaders.

Historical Dictionary of Egypt
Although the history of librarianship as an organized profession dates only as far back as the mid-19th century, the history
of libraries is much older, and people have been engaged in pursuits that we recognize as librarianship for many thousands
of years. This book traces librarianship from its origins in ancient times through its development in response to the need to
control the flood of information in the modern world to the profound transformations brought about by the new technologies
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of the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The Historical Dictionary of Librarianship focuses on librarianship as a modern,
organized profession, emphasizing the period beginning in the mid-19th century. Author Mary Ellen Quinn relates the
history of this profession through a chronology, an introductory essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 300 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, libraries around the world, and notable
organizations and associations. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to
know more about librarianship.

Historical Dictionary of the Central African Republic
Provides entries for people, court decisions, concepts, reports and books, legislation, and organizations related to
desegration

Historical Dictionary of Nigeria
Guinea-Bissau is a small country in West Africa, and yet it managed to wrest its independence from Portugal back in 1973,
at the cost of a long and bitter struggle against seemingly implacable odds. This was a time to be proud of, and there was
also a moment about two decades ago, when it looked like a trendsetter for democracy. Since then things have gone
seriously wrong, with a collapsing infrastructure, a dilapidated economy and a political stage prone to military coups
d’etats. This fourth edition of Historical Dictionary of Guinea-Bissau tells the long and sometimes unpleasant story.
However, like all the country historical dictionaries, it tells it several times and in several ways. First, the chronology traces
the history of what became Guinea-Bissau, and this over a period of centuries and not just decades. Then the introduction
recounts that history again, providing more insight and understanding, and conveys a good idea of how things are going
now. The details follow in the dictionary section with entries on important persons, places, institutions, and events among
other things. And the bibliography points to further reading.

Historical Dictionary of African American Theater
Contains more than 350 alphabetically arranged entries on the development of American elementary and secondary
education.

Historical Dictionary of Morocco
Goldschmidt's style is readable and clear.this is a well-done reference work, invaluable for understanding current events.
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--G. Walsh, CHOICE The authors combine an ability to write simply and clearly with an encyclopedic knowledge of modern
Egyptian history. The Dictionary ought to become a standard handy reference for readers ranging from high school students
to Egyptian specialists. --Donald Malcolm Reid, MESA BULLETIN clearly written entriesit is a strong basic reference source.
--ARBA

Historical Dictionary of the Sudan
This fifth edition of Historical Dictionary of The Gambia contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy,
foreign relations, religion, and culture.

Historical Dictionary of Mozambique
Decalo's name appears first on the earlier edition.

Historical Dictionary of School Segregation and Desegregation
Since 1619, when Africans first came ashore in the swampy Chesapeake region of Virginia, there have been many
individuals whose achievements or strength of character in the face of monumental hardships have called attention to the
genius of the African American people. This book attempts to distill from many wonderful possibilities the 100 most
outstanding examples of greatness. Pioneering scholar of African American Studies Molefi Kete Asante has used four criteria
in his selection: the individual's significance in the general progress of African Americans toward full equality in the
American social and political system; self-sacrifice and the demonstration of risk for the collective good; unusual will and
determination in the face of the greatest danger or against the most stubborn odds; and personal achievement that reveals
the best qualities of the African American people. In adopting these criteria Professor Asante has sought to steer away from
the usual standards of popular culture, which often elevates the most popular, the wealthiest, or the most photogenic to the
cult of celebrity. The individuals in this book - examples of lasting greatness as opposed to the ephemeral glare of celebrity
fame - come from four centuries of African American history.Each entry includes brief biographical information, relevant
dates, an assessment of the individual's place in African American history with particular reference to a historical timeline,
and a discussion of his or her unique impact on American society. Numerous pictures and illustrations will accompany the
articles. This superb reference work will complement any library and be of special interest to students and scholars of
American and African American history.
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Historical Dictionary of Mauritania
The volume will cover all aspects of Somalia, providing useful information about the country in a comprehensive manner.
The book also reflects on the contributions of the Somali sources on history and culture. Arabic sources and other nonEnglish colonial sources of great importance to the subject are also highlighted. A vital addition to reference collections
supporting undergraduate and graduate programs on Africa and the Middle East, international relations, and
economics_and a useful fact-filled compendium for governement and public libraries, NGO's, and other special libraries as
well.

Historical Dictionary of Republic of the Congo
This second edition covers the history of African Americans on television from the beginning of national television through
the present day including: chronology; introductory essay appendixes bibliography over 1000 cross-referenced entries on
actors, performers, producers, directors, news and sports journalists

Historical Dictionary of Mali
The acclaimed guide to American slavery, now available to students as well as scholars.

Dictionary of Afro-American Slavery
"Given the relative paucity of materials on this topic, especially the lack of any other biographical guide to Americans in
Africa, and the fact that this information was assembled from widely scattered sources, this book should prove useful in
larger collections." Library Journal

Historical Dictionary of Niger
The fourth edition of the Historical Dictionary of Botswana_through its chronology, introductory essay, appendixes, map,
bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on important persons, places, events, institutions, and
significant political, economic, social, and cultural aspects_provides an important reference on this burgeoning African
country.

Historical Dictionary of Liberia
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This second edition of Historical Dictionary of African American Theater, Second Edition contains a chronology, an
introduction, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced entries on
actors, playwrights, plays, musicals, theatres, -directors, and designers.
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